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6th China Offshore Wind Construction and Operation Excellence Summit

April 18-19, 2024丨Rushan, Shandong Weihai
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7th Workplace+ China Summit

April 25th-26th, 2024 丨Shanghai China
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9th Campus+ China Summit

May 16th-17th, 2024 | Shenzhen China
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27th Fintech Innovation Summit

May 23rd-24th, 2024丨Beijing China
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2024 Future Tourist Resort China Summit

June 20th-21st 2024 | Shanghai China
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China Energy Storage Construction & Operation Excellence Summit 2024

July 4th-5th, 2024 | Shanghai China
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[image: In the past several years, the number of international schools has grown substantially in Southeast Asia: 1,905 in 2022 versus 1,528 in 2017. The nature of international education has undergone tremendous changes. The increasing demand in the international education market has promoted the flourishing development of high-quality private and international schools, making Asia, especially Southeast Asia, the largest market for international education. Among the Southeast Asian countries, Thailand’s international education is under fast development and its international education level has surpassed many other countries in Southeast Asia; Thailand’s international schools have higher quality and competitiveness. At the same time, with the rapid development of science and technology and the continuous update of knowledge, traditional teaching model has been unable to meet the needs of students in the new era, and the education industry is under revolution and innovation. How to build a smart and sustainable campus with the advanced technologies and how to develop future classroom has attracted more and more attention by the school leaders.  “Campus+ SEA 2024” will be held on March 28th-29th,  2024 in Bangkok, Thailand. This summit will further explore the development trend of education in Southeast Asia, strengthen the deep integration of innovation technology and education and teaching management, and achieve high-quality resource sharing and international education cooperation. It will bring together Southeast Asian K12 Schools, International Education Groups, leading technology providers to discuss how to build a smart campus, how to face the opportunities and challenges of the education industry, exchange technological and cultural innovation, and share smart campus design and operations management experience so as to find the best business partners.]
Campus+ SEA 2024

March 28th-29th, 2024 丨 Bangkok Thailand


	

[image: Humanity is moving from the era of power to the era of computility, and computility has become the most important infrastructure for the development of digital economy. Computility resources are mainly concentrated in various types of data centers, and with the continuous increase in demand for a computility in various types of services, data center networks are facing new challenges and new development opportunities in terms of service demand, network scope, protocol system, equipment form and network architecture. The construction of a new type of data center with high technology, high computility, high energy efficiency, high security and other characteristics is especially important nowadays.  At the same time, under the dual-carbon background, how to face the technical challenges of the continuous growth of data center carbon emissions in the future, accelerate the promotion of the orderly development of the data center industry in a green and low-carbon manner, and build low-carbon and energy-saving green data centers is also the direction that China]
DataCon China 2024

March 21st, 2024丨Shanghai China


	

[image: Since the signing of the Framework Agreement on Deepening Cooperation among Guangdong, Hong Kong and Macao and Promoting the Construction of the Greater Bay Area, Guangdong, Hong Kong and Macao have joined hands to continuously innovate and integrate their development, and the formation of a quality living area in the Greater Bay Area has been accelerated, and the residents there have a stronger desire for medical integration. At the same time, with the aging of the society and the enhancement of health care awareness, people]
THAC 2024 - 20th High-end Healthcare Development S

March 14th-15th, 2024丨Shanghai China


	

[image: As the culture and tourism industry recovers, theme parks are emphasizing more and more on the tourists experience in terms of landscape design, management mode and marketing strategy, and in the era of experience economy, theme parks need to seek new development. At the same time, under the background of the new mode of cultural and tourism integration, how to deeply develop mass tourism and smart tourism, adhere to the technology empowerment and innovation drive, deeply promote the integrated development, extend the industry chain, create new value, and how to help theme parks develop innovatively under the support of unique culture and technology will be the focus of the future cultural and tourism groups.  “Amusement Theme Park World 2024" will be held on March 7th, 2024 in Shanghai. It will bring together theme parks, cultural and tourism groups, tourist attractions investors, operators, designers and advanced solution providers to discuss the hot topics of theme park and cultural tourism industry innovation and development under the new situation, so as to find the best business partners in the industry.]
Amusement Theme Park World 2024

March 7th, 2024丨Shanghai China


	

[image: In recent years, China]
9th China Museum Innovation Summit

January 11th-12th, 2024丨Shanghai China


	

[image: At the beginning of 2023, all industries are gradually recovering, and China’s non-public healthcare industry is also ushering in a vibrant spring. How will healthcare groups and doctor teams grasp the development opportunities in the post-epidemic era? How can healthcare groups introduce top-level doctor teams and medical technologies to enhance medical quality? How can high-end healthcare groups reduce costs and increase efficiency through refined management? How to use digital means to achieve service upgrades? These issues will become the focus of future development of the high-end healthcare industry.  “THAC 2023 – The 19th Top Healthcare Asia Congress” will be held in Shanghai on December 14-15, 2023. It will bring together high-end healthcare groups, high-end general hospital clinics, high-end specialized hospital clinics, VIP departments of public hospitals, healthcare real estate developers, excellent solution providers, etc. to discuss how to improve the quality of medical care in future high-end healthcare industry, how to create a “Beautiful” hospital, how to achieve shared medical care and other hot topics, so as to seek the best business partners.]
THAC 2023 – The 19th Top Healthcare Asia Congres

December 14th-15th, 2023 丨 Shanghai China


	

[image: Nowadays, China has established the world]
2023 China High-tech Enterprise Informatization Su

December 7th-8th 2023 丨Shanghai China


	

[image: At present, leisure vacation has become an important option for tourism consumption, and a diversified tourism vacation system is being steadily established, presenting new market demand and consumption characteristics. Among them, tourist resort is the core carrier of domestic resort tourism and an important engine to promote the high-quality development of culture and tourism industry. With the changing characteristics of the times, market demand and competitive environment, the development direction of resorts is also changing. According to the statistics of relevant departments, the number of national tourist resorts in China has reached sixty-three. As tourism consumption continues to upgrade, how to continuously enrich tourism products, create comprehensive tourist resorts that can meet people’s diversified and personalized needs, upgrade the service concept of tourist resorts, enhance the leisure level, enrich the cultural connotation, and promote the high-quality development of leisure and tourism is currently the focus of attention in the tourism industry.  “2023 Future Tourist Resort China Summit” will be held in Shanghai on November 30th - December 1st, 2023. During that period, cultural tourism groups, investors, operators, property developers, hotel and resort groups, architectural design institutes and outstanding solution providers will gather in Shanghai to discuss the reinvention of tourism in the post-epidemic era, interchange the best way to develop tourist resorts with high quality, exchange the innovative entertainment experience in the Z era, share the innovative design and smart technology application of future tourist resorts so as to seek the best business partners in the market.]
2023 Future Tourist Resort China Summit

November 30th - December 1st, 2023 丨Shanghai China


	

[image: In the era of new globalization, China]
2023 Enterprise Globalization China Summit

November 16th-17th 2023丨Shanghai China


	

[image: The Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area is one of the most open and economically dynamic regions in China, and has an important strategic position in the country’s overall development. At this key period of “Dual Circulation” and “Double Area” construction, cities and financial institutions in the Greater Bay Area will seize this historical opportunity and gain further development. In the era of digital economy, how financial enterprises use the power of technology to innovate financial products, optimize business processes, build a new financial ecology, and comprehensively promote the digital transformation of the financial industry is the goal and direction of future efforts. Meanwhile, how cloud native, AI, big data, blockchain and other new technologies can help financial institutions cope with digital challenges is also a subject for financial institutions to explore and practice.  To further discuss the development of fintech in the Greater Bay Area and to build a new financial ecology in the context of the digital economy, the “26th Fintech Innovation Summit” will be held in Shenzhen on October 25th-26th, 2023. During the event, Fintech leaders and IT leaders from financial institutions from relevant government agencies, state-owned banks, joint-stock commercial banks, foreign banks, insurance companies, securities companies, fund companies and other financial institutions will gather together to discuss the policy guidance of fintech in the Greater Bay Area, the latest application and practice of fintech in the cloud era and other hot topics so as to find the best business partners in the market.]
26th Fintech Innovation Summit

October 25th-26th, 2023 丨 Shenzhen China
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[image: As a consequence of the COVID-19 outbreak, preventive measures to guarantee public safety are taken widely across China and South-East Asia. We will POSTPONE “DataCon SEA 2020” which was scheduled on Feb 19-20, 2020 in Avante Hotel in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The new dates would probably be in April, but are still subject to final confirmation. We appreciate all your support to Noppen’s events. In crucial time to fight the disease, your safety is the top priority for our consideration. We will pay close attention to the situation and confirm with you the new event date as soon as we can. Thank you for your understanding. Noppen Group]
IMPORTANT NOTICE

As a consequence of the COVID-19 outbreak, preventive measures to guarantee public safety are taken widely across China and South-East Asia.
We will POSTPONE “DataCon SEA 2020” which was scheduled on Feb 19-20, 2020 in Avante Hotel in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The new dates would probably be in April, but are still subject to final confirmation.
We appreciate all your support to Noppen’s event...






[image:        Dear Delegates,  Due to the spread of coronavirus, according to Shanghai Municipal Government, all enterprises shall return to work on Feb 10th, 2020. To cooperate with the government and disease control efforts, and out of consideration for the health and safety of our delegates supporting our events, below upcoming events are possibly postponed:  Feb 26th: 4th China Retail Supply Chain Summit  Feb 27th - 28th: 18th China Retail Development Summit  Mar 5th - 6th: Aged Care China Summit 2020  Mar 19th - 20th: 19th Fintech Innovation Summit  We appreciate all your support to Noppen’s events. In crucial time to fight the disease, your safety is the top priority for our consideration. When we return to work on Feb 10th, we will pay close attention to the situation and keep in touch with related departments to decide whether to postpone these events or not by Feb 14th, 2020. If any event will be postponed, we will arrange the new event dates and other detailed plans, and send the notice to all delegates.  Thanks for your understanding! Wish you all a healthy and happy Chinese New Year!       ]
IMPORTANT NOTICE








Dear Delegates,

Due to the spread of coronavirus, according to Shanghai Municipal Government, all enterprises shall return to work on Feb 10th, 2020. To cooperate with the government and disease control efforts, and out of consideration for the health and safety of our delegates supporting our events...






[image: Chile will invest around 10 billion dollars to improve its hospital infrastructure. The country plans to have 25 hospitals finished between 2018 - 2020 and launch another 25 hospitals in feasibility study, design and tender phases. The investments include the acquisition of cutting-edge technology and will be  creating 74.000 jobs per year throughout Chile.  In the entire region, investments in the healthcare sector have increased in recent years, in Ecuador for instance the IESS will be investing 717 million dollars in the sector, Colombia has budgeted an investment of 1.5 billion dollars in modernization of hospital infrastructure.  Argentina with a growth in their annual budget for healthcare plans and a noticeable improvement in the hospital infrastructure - is also working harder on sustainable projects.  At the 4th America Hospital Expansion Summit, government officials, investors, hospital groups, public bodies, clinics, social security institutions, health ministries and contractors will be meeting medical device suppliers, insurance companies, technology & service vendors, distributors, consultants, banks and regulatory bodies. Delegates and speakers will be discussing a wide range of topics to further explore development potential and sustainability strategies for the healthcare sector in the continent.]
4th Annual Latin America Hospital Expansion

Chile will invest around 10 billion dollars to improve its hospital infrastructure. The country plans to have 25 hospitals finished between 2018 - 2020 and launch another 25 hospitals in feasibility study, design and tender phases. The investments include the acquisition of cutting-edge technology and will be  creating 74.000 jobs per year throughout Chile.

In the entire region, investments in the healthcare sector have increased in recent years, in Ecuador for instance the IESS will be inve...






[image: In 10 years, the Asia Pacific region is seen to surpass Europe and North America in numbers of cargo and passengers. However with the current limited capacity available, congestion, delays and cancelled flights are challenges the market needs to urgently cope with.  Philippines announced to commit and invest more than 40% of its $55 Billion dollars national budget in airport infrastructure in 2020. The focus is to further enhance, expand and increase passenger satisfaction demand, but also increase productivity and efficiency, and lifting operations up to global standards. Among the investments are 2 new major airport projects: the $15B dollar New Manila International Airport and the $ B10 billion Sangley International Airport.  The Southeast Asia region has great potential and continues to improve strategic policy approach and partnerships to guarantee full benefits of expected traffic growth. Thailand's Suvarnabhumi International Airport received its go signal for $4 billion dollar expansion. While Vietnam’s USD16.3 billion Long Thanh airport is set to start its 5-year phase I construction.  At the 8th Southeast Asia Airport Expansion Summit, government officials, airport operators and management groups, investors, EPCs will be meeting architects, technology and equipment vendors, distributors, consultants, air traffic controllers, airlines and ground handlers to discuss projects, investments and partnerships.]
8th Southeast Asia Airport Expansion Summit

In 10 years, the Asia Pacific region is seen to surpass Europe and North America in numbers of cargo and passengers. However with the current limited capacity available, congestion, delays and cancelled flights are challenges the market needs to urgently cope with.

Philippines announced to commit and invest more than 40% of its $55 Billion dollars national budget in airport infrastructure in 2020. The focus is to further enhance, expand and increase passenger satisfaction demand, but also inc...
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5th Annual Africa Hotel Expansion Summit

A very well-organized event wit a varied programme, It was great to have a learning component as part of the event. W Hospitality Group | I managed to connect with a good number of players and it led to more fruitful discussions and exchanges. PKF Hotelexperts | It was so resourceful and wish to attend in next event. Ethiopian Hotel and Related Service Provider Employers Federation | Its an informative session on hospitality standards and aspirations for future in African continent. Networking was great, Bigar Builders & Developers LLC | I found the event is very attractive in meeting up its goal. I have personally learned a lot in getting idea for necessary of branding the hotel. Gemshu Construction PLC (Elilly Hotel) | Great experience and everything was really good. Häfele GmbH & Co KG | Excellent opportunity to establish business relationships across Africa and more. SportsArt | I found the summit very interesting, especially the presentation and the discussion related to the new trends in the hotel developments in Africa. Electrolux Professional S.p.A | All I have to day is keep up with this excellent job. M&N Consulting Group Inc USA | It is really helpful and we learned many things from different brands and suppliers for our future. Thanks!. Addis View Hotel | The meeting has been organized so well and was educative and informative in the proper sense of the term. I very much thank all involved in the event. MIDROC Project Office | Wonderful. I am a well reputed hotelier. But I have learned a lot. Global Hotel Plc | Very good event, well organized. I will definitely attend another one. Hospitality Systems Consultants Limited | Very happy with the helpful attitude of the organizers to arrange meetings on the sidelines during the breaks. Have got some really good quality contacts. Jaquar | Was very inspiring and lesson giving. I personally found it to be broaden my spectrum about ongoing hospitality trend in Africa, Kaleb Hotel, Addis Ababa | It was indeed a useful event for networking and market information. The way the event was organized was superb. Congrats and wish you all the best. AHI Carrier Fze, | The summit was an extremely educational, informative. Organizer was very efficient. CVT International Consultancy Ltd






6th Annual Africa Airport Expansion Summit

Africa Airport Expansion Summit is getting better & better. Civil Aviation Authority, Kenya | As usual fantastic organization allowing a fluent and successful summit - ADB Safegate | Great event, well organized. Perfect size and environment for networking/ Africa Infrastructure Investment Managers – AIIM | Size and duration are perfect. It was better than last year. This 6th Africa Airport Expansion Summit has been extremely well organized. The quality and diversity of the speakers is remarkable. Engie INEO is extremely happy to sponsor this event! .INEO Energy & Systems | The conference was a good opportunity for networking and partnership. Aeroports De Moçambique EP | For Airduct the event has been an amazing network tool! The team was very helpful in achieving more meetings for us than expected – Air Duct | The summit really met my expectations, it opened me up with regional aviation developments. I learnt a lot from the summit. - Civil Aviation Authority, Burundi | The summit is important for the betterment of African Airports. Each time there is more to learn. Perfect – Selex ES Technologies | The event is a very interesting gathering of different stakeholders and allows for networking for sharing concerns and experience. Very good experience to share with the aviation partners. It was a good opportunity to do that, I ended up running out of business cards. IFATCA | International Federation of Air Traffic Controllers' Associations | It was very interesting and gathering many insights in different subjects / topics – Gulf Air | Well organised and great attendance. Definitely an annual favorite! NACO, Netherlands Airport Consultants | It was very interesting and I found it to be a good exposure. Thank you! – BDO Consulting | The perfect place to exchange experience, opinions in the Airport sector. An event that can not be missed. - ULMA Manutención S.Coop | A lot of information about Airport development in Africa - Gyros Corporation, Japan | Well organized and relevant event – Nako Group | It was eye opening and educational. There are loads of opportunities in the airline industry. Zebra Technologies | The speaking slot offered us provided the opportunity to demonstrate our solution better to the audiences, which resulted in more participation at our booth – Dallmeier Electronic | It is good to have such events, it gives inside of development in countries especially AFRICA. ASM Aviation Service Management | Good networking forum, it was well organised and presented good opportunity not only meet up with key stakeholders in the industry but also keep up to speed on the latest industry development in the industry. African Export-Import Bank | This was an excellent forum to exchange ideas and explore opportunities. Well Done! – AFRI Aviation Plc | Quality networking opportunity partners with various stakeholders in an emerging market and economies – Cem Systems | High level speakers impressed. Thanks for the Good Conference Organization - Cyclone Technology LLC | I commend the organizers for this important event and for the excellent approach to bring together all concerned stakeholders for the development of air transport in Africa. Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa (BADEA) | As a civil engineer working for Turkish airlines, the summit contributed greatly to my knowledge about various subjects.  Since we are building a new airport in Istanbul, I highly appreciate your effort to organize this event. Turkish Airlines | Very good organization and moderation. Was really good - M2P Consulting GmbH | I met with the sponsors and briefed them about Ethiopian Investment Commission – EIC | The event was highly interactive and very useful for the airport expansion and operations. I interacted with many stakeholders and companies. Very useful for our business in Kenya. Kenya Airports Authority | Was such a great event and very productive – SAG Business PLC | A good event overall. Quite inspiring in the aviation industry. – Data Capture Systems
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